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Introduction
The Campus Archaeology
Program (CAP) was
established in 2005 to
document the history of
Michigan State University,
which it continues to do
through archaeological
excavation and archival and
documentary research. In
2015, CAP discovered a bricklined privy near the MSU
Museum, Excavation of the
privy, which dates to the
1860s, uncovered a wide
variety of artifacts, including
food remains such as fish
bones and raspberry seeds.

Multidimensional Approach
CAP employed a combination of zooarchaeological analysis, archaeobotanical
analysis, and archival research to inform our reconstruction of the historic
meal.

Archival Research
Accounting books from 1866-1874, housed at
MSU Archives, were used to determine the
types of food purchased by the early MSU
boarding hall. While extremely useful, these did
not detail recipes or food preparations
methods. Historic banquet menus provided
some of this missing information, detailing the
types of dishes served during special events.

The MSU Library Special Collections department is
home to the Cookery and Food Collection, which
includes over 10,000 cookbooks, as well as
Feeding America: The Historic American Cookbook
Project, an online cookbook database. Both
national and local cookbooks from the late 19th
century were examined for popular recipes
including ingredients encountered in the account
books to infer the types of dishes that may have
been served to the earliest MSU students.
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Archaeological Analysis
While we can refer to archival documents to determine what foods were
purchased, we can use direct evidence from floral and faunal remains.
Floral Remains
During Campus Archaeology excavations we
have uncovered floral remains. Some of these
remains were recovered from the Saint’s Rest
Privy, the toilet associated with the first dormitory
on campus. These remains were identified by Dr.
Katie Egan-Bruhy as raspberry seeds, shown to
the right under magnification (Image courtesy of
Amy Michael).

Faunal: animal
Cuisine: body of practices and
rules that influence food
selection and preparation (aka
“food culture”)
Foodways: Study of
subsistence behaviors within
the context of broader social,
political, and ideological
behaviors

Public Outreach
Since food is inherently social, we felt this project would provide a great
outreach opportunity to engage the public and connect them to the past through
their stomachs. This consisted of three components:
Luncheon Reconstruction: People from across MSU were invited to our historic
luncheon. The meal was a great success, and fan favorites were the beef
tongue, chow chow, and ginger cake. The event was featured across multiple
social media platforms, including the MSU Snapchat story. The luncheon may
serve as a prototype for a larger, public event in the future.
Blogs: a series of blogs documented the findings as we proceeded with our
archaeological and archival research was posted to the CAP website (http://
campusarch.msu.edu)
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Home Cook Book, 1877

Floral: plant

Campus Archaeology worked closely with
Chef Kurt Kwiatkowski and Chef Jay
Makowski of MSU Culinary Services and
Cindy Baswell of MSU Bakers to develop a
menu that reflected MSU cuisine from the
1860s.

MAC Class of 1886 banquet menu

Campus Archaeologist Lisa
Bright came up with the idea to
re-create a historic MSU meal
based on these food remains
from the privy, and it was the
culmination of the authors’
year-long study of historic
foodways on the MSU campus.

Terms

The Meal

Faunal Remains
In addition to floral remains, campus excavations have
also recovered vast quantities of faunal bone remains. The
images to the left shows several butchered animal remains
and other faunal material recovered on campus (Images
courtesy of Campus Archaeology Program). It is possible
by examining these remains through careful analysis and
comparison to identify not only the bone element it
represents (femur, humerus, tibia, etc.), but the species it
came from.
To date, the focus on the faunal material by CAP
Fellow Autumn Painter has been on the bones
recovered from the Saint’s Rest privy. When the
privy was excavated, an immense amount of bone
was recovered from the southwest corner. Using
comparative collection skeletons from the MSU
Museum and loan skeletons from the Field
Museum, it was possible to identify the fish bones
as walleye. The image to the right shows the
identification of a walleye dentary (Image courtesy of Autumn Painter). Through
this analysis, Autumn was able to determine that at least seventeen different
walleye were thrown away in the privy. Walleye are the largest member of the
perch family and can be caught in shallow bays and inland lakes. As there are
plenty of inland lakes surrounding East Lansing, it is possible that these fish
were caught locally and served on campus.

Appetizer
Codfish Balls - Codfish was purchased by
the boarding halls in the 1860s. A church
cookbook from Port Huron, MI, listed this
recipe and it seemed in line with our
Midwestern penchant for deep-fried foods.
Main Dishes
Walleye – identified in the zooarchaeological remains from the privy
Spiced Beef - Beef was purchased by the early college boarding halls, and
spiced beef is listed on an 1884 banquet menu. It is brined and cooked
slowly, then pressed and served cold.
Beef Tongue – also on the 1884 banquet menu. This was our “adventurous”
option (which turned out to be a fan favorite!)
Turkey with Oyster Dressing – The early boarding hall purchased turkey and
oysters in November of every year. Oysters (always canned) were
purchased for other special occasions as well.

Sides
Chow-chow – A vegetable relish featured on the
1884 banquet menu and in many cookbooks of the
time.
Potato croquettes – deep-fried mashed potatoes
featured in a local Lansing cookbook (ca. 1890).
Croquettes seemed to be quite popular in Lansing,
requiring their own section of the cookbook. Early
MSU students helped tend potatoes in the MSU
gardens.
Desserts
Ginger cake – a popular recipe in cookbooks of the era. Student diaries
record consumption of ginger snaps.
Charlotte Russe with Raspberries – popular molded dessert of the era that
provided a perfect vessel for raspberries. Becca Albert attempted to
germinate the raspberry seeds recovered from the privy, but unfortunately it
was not successful; therefore, modern raspberries were used in this dish.

Website: Autumn Painter developed the Capturing Campus Cuisine website as
her MSU Cultural Heritage Informatics (CHI) Initiative fellowship. The site
contains information about historic-period foodways, chronicles the meal
reconstruction, and provides an interactive map of historic food-related locales
across campus. Visit the website at earlyfood.campusarch.msu.edu and check
out several short videos documenting the meal reconstruction event.

Ultimately, this project has connected archaeologists and the public alike to
past MSU students and faculty, emphasizing both changes in and continuity
of behaviors that characterize human interactions with food and each other.

Saint’s Rest, the first dormitory on campus

Female students in cooking class, 1917
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